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The Stone House, just outside Freeport,
Maine, hosts the University of Southern
Maine’s Stone Coast MFA Program
activities.

Hello everyone! And thank you all for the
warm “welcome back” so many of you
have extended to James and I. The first
residency of my MFA program was, in a
word, Wonderful. The most intense ten
days I have spent in a long, long time, the
residency was all that I’d hoped for, and
more.
We were housed for the summer
residency at Bowdoin College in
Brusnswick (alma mater of Joshua
Chamberlain, for you history buffs), and
commuted from there to the Stone
House (pictured above) daily, for
seminars and workshops.
I was very impressed with the program,
to say nothing of having had the
opportunity to meet and work with so
many distinguished faculty members. I
could go on for pages and pages about
Stone Coast, but I won’t—that’s not really
the purpose of the newsletter, is it! But
if you want to find out more about it,
here’s the website:
http://www.usm.maine.edu/stonecoast
mfa
Enjoy!
Rebecca
Reminder: The Fall Theme Show is
coming up quickly! Be sure to get
your entry ready! For details, see
the Announcements section.

" The July 23 Wolf Park show was a
great success. It was nice and hot, and
there were WAA members
photographing for paintings, some
sketching, some just enjoying the
wolves. Did you know they turn gray
just like humans as they age?? One bit
of humor while we were there: there
was a woman who thought she should
get in there and play with the wolves
(some of us were of the opinion that
tthey should just feed her to the wolves,
instead, she made such a scene). Wolves
need air conditioning?? Who knew?”
“We met with TAF about possibly doing
the Taste again next year. As you know,
several of us who participated this year
had some problems with several aspects
of the event. However, according to
TAF, that will not be the case next year.
TAF is going to make a contract up
between us more clearly defining duties,
theirs as well as ours. And they have
said that they will be more abiding with
us this time around. They said that they
didn't know about some of the problems
and that some people being paid to take
care of these issues were not doing as
they were told. Finally, if we do
participate next year, we will be moving
to the West Lafayette side of the
bridge.”
“One excellent outcome of the Taste is
that we now have WAA tshirts that are
terrific, designed by our own Leon
Johnson. Colors are black, white and
royal blue, in sizes L_XL_XXL, at the
low, low price of only $10. Wear your
WAA tee-shirt and show your support!”
Debby and Nancy.
When Next We Meet . . .

Wednesday, September 7, at Wells, 7:00
Member News:

Joanne Titolo , Lori Amick, and Darlene
Mitchell will all have work on exhibit at
Wells at the same time as the Theme Show!

Announcements

Cat!
The Wabash Artists Alliance Theme Show, Fall 2005
Opens September 9, 2005 – Reception 7-9:00 pm at Wells Center
What you need to do and when
1.) Purrrr-articipate! Enter an appropriate piece of your artwork in your artists alliance theme show!
(appropriate=anything to do with cats in any number or form and/or other objects or concepts containing the
word “cat” or any form thereof – go crazy! and let’s see what you can come up with!)
2.)

Purrrr-repare! Make sure your entry is ready to hang when you drop it off and that the information on
your entry sheet is legible – to everyone! (not just doctors and pharmacists  )

3.)

Purrrr-resent! Your entry to the hanging committee (sounds kind o’ gruesome, doesn’t it) on September
6th between 5:00 and 7:00 pm at Wells or at the September meeting at Wells on September 7th.

4.)

Purrrr-rovide! Whatever you can contribute to the event—food, drink, help with keeping the trays full,
help with clean up after the reception—whatever! (Some artists in the other galleries will be bringing veggies
and some drinks, so keep that in mind when you’re choosing what to contribute [‘becca says: sweets are like
Sam Adams is supposed to be—always a good decision!]. All help and contributions gratefully accepted!

Then, of course, on the 9th it’s time to Purrrr-arty! Come to the reception and show your support—and have a look at
what the other Galleries on the Gallery Walk have to offer while you’re at it.

Announcements

Member News and
Notes:
The following news and notes
were emailed in response to
my request for items to be
included in the newsletter. I’d
like to thank all of those who
responded. (Mistakes in
transcription, if there are any
here or in the news from the
Directors section, are mine
and the result of editing.)
From Joanne Titolo:
“I have been gone a lot this
summer as well..... and am
working furiously in the
studio for my next show,
which will be at the same time
as the CAT show at the Wells.
See the website for the
description and all
www.domesticroots.com
Lorie Amick and I will be
exhibiting in the
West Gallery. Artist Darlene
Mitchell will be exhibiting
work outside in the garden of
the Wells Center.
I am a recipient of a 2006
Indiana Arts Commission
Individual Artist Grant for the
purchase of a small metals
kiln for my metalwork, so
some of the new pieces in the
show may be the result of the
kiln work.”
Way to go, Joanne! And
thank you so much for
contributing news to the
newsletter!

From Kris Pierce Lamb:

***Something you can do!

“ Please ask WAA members, in the
newsletter, to bring something tasty to
share for the Sept. 9 Theme show
opening. Bring them to the Wells by
5:30 p.m. (An e-mail From Joanne T
says we should plan to set up earlier
than usual...4 p.m-ish Since TAF may
be doing an awards ceremony around
5 p.m. Perishables, meltables, and such,
however, should wait until closer to 6
p.m. That's when the Gallery Walk
event starts.) ALSO, it would be nice to
have someone(s) stand by after close of
the reception at 10 p.m. for cleanup. If
you've not been involved in WAA this
year, this would be a good time to
start! Thanks! KPL”

If you know of a member who
doesn’t receive email, give him or
her a call and remind them of the
up-coming deadline for the Theme
Show! Unfortunately, though the
postcards would be a good idea, I
don’t currently have the time or
resources to get that many made
and sent out.

Thanks, Kris! And thank you so much
for contributing to the newsletter!

Dates to Remember:

And finally, members of the board
have asked that I remind the
membership of the following.
Entries for the theme show can be
delivered to Wells on 9/6 between
5 and 7 pm and at the meeting on
9/7. All items must be delivered
in "read-to-hang" condition and
all entry forms must be completed
in a legible manner. PLEASE--be
sure the entry forms are legible
and that pieces are ready to be
hung. Last time we got some
pieces that were falling apart,
hangers were on them wrong, etc.
The guys fixed them, but won’t
have the time or resources to do
so for this show. Bob and Steph
will decide if an entry is hang
worthy based upon the above
conditions.

Tuesday, September 6 – drop off
entries for the Fall Theme Show!
Wednesday, September 7 – Regular
WAA meeting at Wells, 7:00 (and
another opportunity to drop off your
entry!)
Friday, September 9: TAF Galleries
Reception (Wells Center) 7 - 9:00 pm
Friday, September 9: Gallery Walk! 6
– 9:00 pm.
Friday, September 16: ***Deadline
for Newsletter items, articles,
announcements, and creative works.

